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Sigurd Hole trio is Norwegian bass player Sigurd Hole´s first solo project. Hole has
been one of his countrys most sought after bassists for the past decade, working
with bands and musicians like Eple Trio, Tord Gustavsen, Karl Seglem and Helge Lien.
To form his new trio he joins forces with merited drummer Jarle Vespestad and young
violinist Håkon Aase. Inspired by traditional music such as the Indian, Arabic and
Norwegian folk music the trio explores different elements from these old musical
traditions, combining them with their own voices as improvising musicians of today.
The result is a unique mix between new and old, between east and west. At times
expressive and playfull, at times meditative and gently floating - always searching
for quality and beauty in every sound presented. Even though its influences are far
reaching the music remains strong and clear in its own expression, speaking directly
to the audience and inviting them into a deeper state of listening.

Sigurd Hole (from Rendalen, Norway) is best known from his
work with bands and musicians like Eple Trio, Tord
Gustavsen quartet / trio, Karl Seglem Acoustic Quartet, Jon
Eberson and Helge Lien. Hole has toured extensively all over
the world for many years, and he has made more than 25
recordings with his main projects. Being a skilled arco player
he has a unique sound; amongst his influences are
Norwegian and Arabic folk music, Stravinsky and Bach. In
addition to his work as a performing artist Hole teaches
double bass, ensembles and improvisation at the Norwegian
Academy of Music in Oslo (the same school in which he
studied himself, completing his masters degree in
jazz/improvised music in 2008).

Jarle Vespestad has been one of Scandinavias most in
demand drummers for the past 20 years. He is best known for
his work in bands like Tord Gustavsen trio/quartet, Farmers
Market, Supersilent and Silje Nergård band. He has toured
extensively worldwide for many years and has recorded more
the 50 albums with the bands listed above and others. Jarle
studied at the Jazz department in Trondheim University
(1990).

Håkon Aase, born and raised in Seljord (Norway),
completed his bachelor in jazz and improvised music at the
Norwegian Academy of music in 2016. He tours on regular
basis with bands like Mathias Eick quintet, Thomas Strønens
“Time is a blind guide” and plays with musicians like Helge
Lien, Mats Eilertsen and Trygve Seim. Håkon is a unique jazz
musician with widespread influences ranging from Indian
and West-African music to Bach and folk music from Norway.
He is also a composer, writing music for amongst others

ūgen. Despite his young age he has already
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recorded more than 10 albums with different projects.

Booking: hole.sigurd@gmail.com / +47 99525574
www.sigurdhole.no
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